
2 Notes On Phonology

For the past 25 years or so Minaveha speakers have represented a voiced dental—not

interdental—fricative/6/in their orthography with the grapheme {y}. To outsiders this sound

is easily misunderstood as [j] and, consequently, transcribed as either {y} or {i} in English

transliterations of Minaveha words. In Minaveha the phoneme /j/ does not exist, the phone

[j] occurring only at predictable transitions between vowels: i-e, i-a, i-u, i-o, e-a, e-u, e-o,

and nowhere else. However, because of their schooling in English, Minaveha speakers who

wrote their language prior to 1987 used the grapheme {y} to represent both their dental

fricative and the intervocalic [j]. This was a source of confusion, both for outsiders and

Minaveha readers.

Minaveha also distinguishes between two similar velar phonemes: the voiced velar stop

/g/ and the voiced velar fricative /y/, though in informal orthographies before 1987 these

two sounds were both written with the grapheme {g}, there being no ready equivalent in

English for the fricative. So, the proper name of the language was written with a {g},

Minavega, though the final consonant is actually a velar fricative rather than a stop.

Since 1987 two major changes have been made to the orthography to rectify these two

major problems. First, the grapheme {y} is now always taken to represent the Minaveha

dental fricative. Since the phoneme /j/ does not occur in Minaveha, it is never represented:

i,e, there is no English {y} in the Minaveha orthography. The intervocalic semivowel, a

lenis [j], is simply not written. Thus the written string {iesu} is pronounced [ijesu], and the

written string {goyo} is pronounced [go5o].

Second, since the phone [h] does not occur in Minaveha, the grapheme {h} was

introduced to represent the phoneme /y/. Thus, the written string {goi} is pronounced [goi]

and the written string {hoi} is pronounced [yoi].

No other special phonological information is needed to read the entries in this lexicon,

aside from a knowledge of the stress rules. These are described in some detail in The
Minaveha Phonology Essentials, a manuscript available in the library of the

Summer Institute of Linguistics in Ukarumpa, Eastern Highlands Province, Papua New
Guinea.
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